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Hello everyone! 

Spring is just around the corner, but looking outside you would never know it!  I will be starting 

seedlings on March 12, which I usually do in the greenhouse.  This year however, since the 

weather is still so cold and wintery, I will start them in the house for the first week.  Once the 

first things start germinating, I will get the greenhouse going and transfer them outside.  It can 

be a struggle to heat the greenhouse in any March, but this time it doesn’t feel worth the heating 

costs.  The planting schedule in Ontario is not very flexible.  If I don’t start many of the crops 

early enough, there just isn’t a long enough season to get a good harvest in.  As April moves on, 

the greenhouse gradually fills up.  April brings the first opportunity for members who want to 

get their share reduction to come out and help.  One of the big time consuming tasks, but 

enjoyable, is potting-up plants.  This involves taking small seedlings out of smaller containers 

and transferring them into bigger pots.  Regardless of what the weather is like outside… this is 

definitely an activity that feels like spring!  So if you are interested, contact me and we can figure 

out the best time for you to come. 

For many of the new members who have joined this year, I thought it might be good to go over 

how I get the seeds for the CSA.  Seeds are pretty amazing.  When I look at the shelf where I 

keep the seeds, it is about five feet by five feet, and I think that within that tiny space the seeds 

for every bit of food that all of you will get through the season is sitting there as potential.  It is 

pretty staggering.   

For certified organic or Biodynamic vegetable production there is a requirement that a grower 

try to source as much organic seed as possible.  Although there is a great deal of organic seed 

available, it is recognized that not all varieties that are available work well for commercial 

production.  I am usually able to source 80-90% organic seed each season.  The two primary 

seed companies I use are Fedco and Johnny’s.  Both these companies are in Maine.  I also get 

some things from Hawthorne Organic Seeds locally (more about them in a bit).  Fedco and 

Johnny’s are the leading suppliers of organic seeds in North America, and I have been getting 

most of my seeds from them since first managing gardens in 1993.  The seed industry is global.  

Most every seed catalogue you see is a distributer for seeds, and is only growing different seeds 

to try them out, but not to actually sell any seeds they produce.  There are a few small scale 

organic seed growers in Canada, but any of the main commercial seed catalogues are getting 

their seed from all over the world.  The reason I like Fedco and Johnny’s is that they both work 

with small scale seed producers and they themselves are seed breeders, in addition to the seed 

they purchase on the global market.  They are conscious of the seed needs of the medium to 

small scale commercial organic vegetable growers.  Fedco is particularly progressive in that they 

are a very socially minded farmer’s co-op and made the decision as a company many years ago 

to boycott any seed owned by Monsanto (which is a significant amount at this point). 



Seeds have been a special interest of mine.  Over the years I have experimented with growing 

many of the vegetables I produce from my own seed.  Seed saving is very labour intensive 

however, and it would take one or two people full time to grow all that we need, and even then, 

we wouldn’t be able to do everything due to isolation distance requirements for some seeds.  Of 

the 200 or so varieties of crops we grow, around 30 are our own seed.  This degree of seed 

saving may not seem like much, but our farm has been recognized as leading the way in Ontario 

for integrating small scale seed production alongside commercial vegetable production.  In 

November I had been asked to take part in a panel discussion on commercial seed saving at the 

Bring Food Home Conference held in Windsor.   

Over the past year and a half a very exciting development has centered around seed saving.  A 

foundation has been established to encourage integrating seed production on commercial 

vegetable farms.  It’s called the Bauta Initiative for Canadian Seed Security.  Seeds of Diversity 

Canada has been working with a number of us through this program to develop criteria for 

quality local seed growing.  And specifically in our immediate region there are a group of us local 

commercial CSA farms that are working with the before mentioned Hawthorne Seeds, to 

develop a way for us to supply each other with more of our own seeds.  Kim Delany of 

Hawthorne Seeds in Palmerston is working at becoming a bit of a seed hub with centralized 

larger scale cleaning equipment.  This will go towards her ability to provide seed at a reasonable 

cost to commercial growers, and also contribute towards some collaborative efforts.  This past 

year for instance, I provided her with a greenhouse tomato that I had bred many years ago, 

which she grew out for sale.  She then is providing seed for me of other varieties in exchange for 

what would be a royalty in sales.  This whole venture will really help us and other CSA’s in the 

area source their seed more locally, and in the spirit of collaboration! 

Okay everyone… until next time, think spring! 

Cory 

 


